Introduction
Two-fluid heat exchangers are widely used in almost every energy process such as those in power plants, gas turbines, air-conditioning systems, numerous chemical plants and home appliances. Every change of steady state or starting of a plant causes changes in the system which can considerably affect not only the observed process but also the safety of the plant's operations. In all above cases, it is important to know the dynamic behavior of a heat exchanger in order to choose the most suitable design, controls and operations. The traditional design based on stationary approach has become inadequate and nowadays, more attention is devoted to the analysis of the heat exchanger's dynamic behavior and its design is adjusted to such conditions of work. Although the process control technology has made considerable headway, its practical application requires the knowledge of the dynamic behavior of both the plant's components and the plant as a whole.
Ever since Profos (Profos, 1943) showed the first dynamic model of a simple heat exchanger and Takahashi (Takahashi, 1951) published the first transfer functions for ordinary heat exchangers, there have been numerous studies of the heat exchanger's dynamic behavior. The historic overview of dynamic modeling is given in (Kays & London, 1984) and (Roetzel & Xuan, 1999) thus, the attention of this paper will be directed exclusively towards the review of some significant works in this area and works which this paper has been influenced by.
The paper (Liapis & McAvoy, 1981) defines the conditions for obtaining analytical solutions of transient phenomena in the class of problems associated with heat and mass transfers in counter flow fluid streams. Their solutions take into account forced flow and the dependence of transient coefficient on the fluid's flow and do not involve the effect of wall finite heat capacity. The exact solution of dynamic behavior of a parallel heat exchanger in which wall heat capacity is negligible in relation to the fluid capacity was shown in (Li, 1986) . These solutions are valid for both finite and nonfinite flow velocities. The paper (Romie, 1985) shows responses of outlet fluid temperatures for the equation of a step fluid inlet temperature change in a counter flow heat exchanger. The responses are determined by means of a finite difference method and involve the wall effect. The exact analytical solution for transient phenomena of a parallel flow heat exchanger for unit step change of inlet temperature of one of the fluids is given in (Romie, 1986) . Although this solution includes the wall effect, it is limited to heat exchangers with equal fluid velocities or heat exchangers Differential equations describing fluid-temperature fields in the heat exchanger core are statements of "micro" energy balances for an arbitrary differential control volume of that particular core. The following set of partial differential equations:
represents the energy balance over the control volume shown in Fig. 1 .
Due to simplified standard assumptions underlying the theory, the mathematical model is linear and tractable by available methods of calculus.
To define mathematical problem completely, inlet and initial conditions have to be prescribed: These conditions assume that only fluid 1 inlet condition is perturbed. The step change of inlet temperature of fluid 1 is certainly the most important from physical point of view. Other inlet temperature changes can be analyzed using described mathematical model and procedures for their analytical solution.
In equations 1 and 2, the convention of index 1 referring to weaker fluid flow and index 2 to stronger fluid flow is introduced. Fluid undergoing higher temperature changes because of smaller value of the thermal capacity
The other flow is then ″stronger″ and it is less changed in the heat exchanger. The product of mass flow rate and isobaric specific heat of fluid is the indicator of fluid's flow ″strength″ and represents its essential characteristic. Therefore, it is necessary to make strict distinction between weaker and stronger flow. Only the weaker fluid flow can change the state for maximum temperature difference. Therefore,
. This is valid in steady state conditions although flow designation convention is also applicable to unsteady state analysis.
Generally, the heat exchanger's effectiveness is defined in the relation of actually exchanged heat and maximum possible one and it is the measure of thermodynamic quality of the device. In this way, the effectiveness of all heat exchangers can be a number taken from a closed interval [0, 1]  
Another convention is useful for further analysis. If weaker and stronger fluid flows are designated with indices 1 and 2, respectively, then standardized relation between heat capacities of fluids is:
The value In order to define dimensionless temperatures, it is appropriate to choose reference temperature T r and a characteristic temperature difference T * -T r so that:
It is suitable that reference temperatures are minimum and maximum ones, i.e. T * and T r , respectively. If the weaker flow is designated with index 1 and if For the purpose of simplifying the mathematical model the dimensionless distance and dimensionless time are introduced:
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Further, the relation for the product of heat transfer coefficient and heat transfer area of each fluid and the sum of these products is as follows:
Finally, complex dimensionless parameter is:
It is inversely proportional to the fluid speed in heat exchanger flow channels. The high fluid velocity with other unchanged values in the equation (9) means that 0 i C  and that fluid dwell time in the heat exchanger is short. As the fluid velocity decreases, the value of parameters C i increases and the time of fluid dwell time in the core of the heat exchanger is prolonged. Fluid velocity in heat exchangers is:
Now, the system of equations (1) 
The initial and inlet conditions (Eqs. 2) become: The equation (11) and (12) 
where  is effectiveness of heat exchanger. Effectiveness of parallel heat exchanger is as follows:
For the case 0
and is valid for all types of heat exchangers.
For the case when stronger fluid (fluid 2) is perturbed, the inlet condition of the mathematical problem is changed and is as follows: 
In this case, outlet temperatures in the conditions of steady state are equal:
In this way, resolving of this mathematical problem for two inlet conditions includes all possible cases of fluid flow strength, i.e. 12 12 WW a n d WW  . Only the case 12 WW  is analyzed in this paper because of limited space. However, the presented procedure for resolving mathematical model for all types of heat exchangers gives opportunities to get easily to the solution in case when 12 WW  .
Counter flow
In the same way as in the case of parallel flow heat exchanger, it is possible to set up mathematical model of counter flow heat exchanger (Fig. 2 ). The essential difference between these two heat exchangers is in inlet conditions. 
The initial and inlet conditions are: 
If the system of equations (11) and (18) is compared, it can be observed that the difference is only in the sign before the second member on the right side of the third equation. If we compare equations (12) and (19) (inlet and initial conditions), the difference is only in the second equation. However, these seemingly small differences make substantial differences in the solution of the problem which will be shown later on.
Outlet temperatures of both fluids in steady state ( z ) are as in the case of parallel flow heat exchanger but the effectiveness is in case of counter flow heat exchanger designed as follows:
and
When stronger fluid (fluid 2) is perturbed, the inlet condition of the mathematical problem is changed and is as follows:
The problem formulated in this way is valid for W 1 ≤ W 2 . For the case W 1 ≥ W 2 , the problem is very similar and because of that it will not be elaborated in details.
Cross flow (both fluids unmixed)
The drawing of cross flow heat exchanger which is used for mathematical analysis is shown in Fig. 3 . It contains the necessary system of designation and coordinates which will be used in this paper. The fluid 1 flows in the X direction and the fluid 2 in the Y direction. The fluid flows are not mixed perpendicularly to their flow.
Based on these assumptions and by applying energy equations to both fluids, three simultaneous partial differential equations can be obtained in the coordinate system as shown in Fig. 3 . 
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By introducing new dimensionless variable:
the set of equations (23) 
and initial and inlet conditions (Eq. 24) as: 1 00 (0, , ) 10
Outlet temperatures of both fluids in steady state ( z ) are defined by Eq. (13) but the effectiveness in the case of cross flow heat exchanger is defined as follows (Bačlić, 1978) :
In Eqs. (28 and 29), the () n I  is modified Bessel function.
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For the case when stronger fluid (fluid 2) is perturbed, the inlet condition of the mathematical problem is changed and it is as follows: 
As opposed to parallel and counter flow heat exchangers where outlet fluid temperatures are constant over the whole length of outlet edges, it is not the case for cross flow heat exchangers. Then, outlet temperature from the heat exchanger is obtained as mean temperature at the outlet edge of the heat exchanger.
Special cases of cross flow heat exchangers when one or both fluid flows are mixed throughout will not be elaborated in this paper.
In the Section that follows, defined mathematical problems for determining temperature fields and outlet temperatures will be resolved for three basic types: parallel, counter and cross flow heat exchangers.
General solution
The set of three partial differential equations for all types of heat exchanger are linear (Eqs. 11, 18 and 26). These systems can be solved by using multifold Laplace transform. In the case of parallel and counter flow heat exchangers, it is double-fold and in the case of cross flow it is three-fold Laplace transform.
Parallel flow
By applying this transform over the equations (11) and initial and inlet condition (Eq.16), the following algebraic equations are obtained: (1 )
From this set of equations, the outlet and wall temperatures are as follows: 
After performing some mathematical transformations and by using some well known relations: 
Outlet temperatures of both fluids are obtained for x = NTU.
In the practical use of solutions, the computation of integrals in this paper is done through collocation at nine Chebishev's points: 0.0000000000; ± 0.1679061842; ± 0.5287617831; ± 0.6010186554; ± 0.9115893077, for the given integration interval. 
Special case ω = 0
The inverse two-fold Laplace transform of Eq. 43 gives:
and Eq. 32 gives:
This solution is valid for all types of heat exchangers with ω = 0.
Counter flow
A very similar procedure can be applied for resolving the mathematical model of counter flow heat exchanger. The set of algebraic equations obtained after two-fold Laplace transform of Eqs. (18) 
The procedure will be explained in more details here since this case is much more complex than the previous one. By introducing designations: 
It is very simple to prove that:
and that inverse Laplace transformations of the functions 1/ m+1 (s,p) and 1/ m+1 (s,p) (m=1,2,3,…) with respect to the complex parameter s are:
The essential problem in resolving dynamic behavior of the counter flow heat exchanger is in the use of other inlet conditions (Eq. 19).
If the Eq. 54 is collocated into x=NTU then, INLET temperature of the fluid 2 is obtained which is according to given inlet conditions 2 (, ) 0 NTU z   , therefore:
This is Fredholm's integral equation of the second order. The problem is reduced to its solving.
The collocation method is used for solving this equation. Perhaps, it is the simplest one. The trial function is:
In equations (58) and further on, 2 (0, )   is the steady-state fluid 2 outlet temperature for the counter flow heat exchanger. It can be calculated by using the second of Eq. 13 and effectiveness of counter flow heat exchanger (Eqs. 20 and 21). It follows that:
Laplace transform of trial function (Eq. 59) is:
The trial function chosen in this way satisfies completely the equation (58) in points z = 0 and z → ∞. Within the interval 0 < z < ∞, it is necessary to determine collocation points and coefficients a k (k = 1, 2, 3, ... , NCP). Here, the NCP is the number of collocation points. The accuracy in which the outlet temperatures of fluid 2 versus time are determined depends directly on NCP. In this model of heat exchanger, there are many influential factors and determination of the number of collocation points for the given accuracy of outlet temperature is simplest through practical testing of the solution. For the heat exchanger's parameters appearing in practice, it can be said that NCP varying from 5 to 7 is sufficient for the accuracy of four significant figures and for z ≤ 15.
Substituting the equation (61) in the equation (58) 
The equations (63) and (64) As an example of the use of presented solutions for cross flow heat exchanger, temperature fields for both fluids and separating wall are given for the same case (NTU = 1, ω = 0.5, K 1 = 0.25, C 1 = 4, and C 2 = 0.5). Temperature fields of both fluids and the wall are shown for dimensionless lengths of heat exchangers at dimensionless time z = 6 (Figure 6 ). At the time z = 6, the front of both fluids has left boundaries of the heat exchanger. Along the outlet fluid edge, wall temperature has been significantly raised but wall temperature along the outlet edge of the fluid 1 is very modest. The perturbation of the fluid 1 has just left the outlet edge of the heat exchanger. For the fluid 2, the perturbation has moved far away from the outlet edge. Since the the perturbation front of the fluid 1 has just left the outlet edge of the heat exchanger, wall temperature at this edge are low. The same conclusion is also valid for fluid 2 temperature. However, it should be noted that the strength of the fluid 2 flow is two times higher that the strength of the fluid 1. The size of these three heat exchangers is NTU = 1.0 and ω = 0.5. The characteristics of transient heat are also equal for all three types of heat exchangers and they are defined by K 1 = 0.25, i.e., K 2 = 1 -K 1 = 0.75. The velocity of fluid flow 1 (C 1 = 4.0, i.e., 11 1/ UC  ) is less than the velocity of the flow 2 (C 2 = 0.5, i.e., 22 1/ UC  ). This means that the fluid 1 flows longer through the flow channels than fluid 2. In the analyzed case, the ratio of fluid velocities is U 1 /U 2 = 0.04167. For the fluid 2, the time from z=0 to 1 is necessary to pass the whole length of the heat exchanger at its side of the separating wall. The time z = 5.33 is required for the fluid 1.
The change curve of outlet temperature of fluid 2 is continuous for all three cases (Fig. 7) . It is logical that the highest outlet temperature is achieved in the counter flow heat exchanger for which the effectiveness (steady-state) is also the highest for the same values of NTU and ω. It is followed by the cross flow and then by the parallel flow heat exchanger as the worst among the three. In all cases, the final outlet temperature () . It is logical that the outlet temperature of the fluid 1 is a discontinued function. After the step unit increase of the temperature of the fluid 1 at z = 0, the temperature of the fluid 1 falls due to heating of the wall of the heat exchanger and then heating of the fluid 2. However, in the case of the parallel flow heat exchanger, in the beginning after perturbation, the outlet temperature of the fluid 1 grows even before the perturbation reaches the outlet of the exchanger. This means that at one time of the nonsteady state part of the process, the fluid 2 heats up the flow of the fluid 1, as well as the wall instead of vice versa. Namely, ahead of the front, there is the fluid flow 2 heated up by the fluid flow 1. Since the velocity of the fluid flow 2 is higher than the velocity of the fluid flow 1 therefore, it heats up later non-perturbed part of the flow 1 which is ahead of the moving front of the perturbation. By all means, this indicates that before the occurrence of the perturbation all non-dimensionless temperatures are equal to zero (initial condition). After the time z = 5.33, the perturbation of the fluid 1 has reached the outlet edge of the exchanger which is registered by the step change of the outlet temperature. In case of the cross and counter flow heat exchangers, there is not heating up of the fluid flow 1 ahead of the perturbation front (Fig. 7) . The fluid flow 1 cools down in the beginning by heating up the wall of the heat exchanger and the part of the fluid flow 2 in case of the cross flow heat exchanger and the whole fluid flow 1 in the case of counter flow but, it cannot happen that the fluid flow 2 gets ahead of the perturbation front and causes a reversal process of the heat transfer which is possible in case of the parallel flow heat exchanger. www.intechopen.com
